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R. Gronsky
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Introduction
The resolving power of any optical instrument depends primarily upon the
wavelength-of the radiation used to illuminate the object. As shown in many other
chapters of this book, when all other factors are equal, the smaller the wavelength,
the smfil"ler the detail that can be resolved. With conventional visible-light optics,
resolution is limited to about 500 nanometers (nm), the average wavelength of light
in the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum. However, electrons
accelerated to high energies have an associated wavelength that is much less than
one-tenth of a nanometer, and should therefore be capable (all other factors being
equal) of easily resolving atoms separated by a few tenths of a nanometer, as they
normally are in most materials. Unfortunately, "all other factors" are not equal in
the electron microscope.
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For one thing, the relative effects of lens aberrations become much more
severe at this level of resolution, and when the lens is a magnetic field and not a
piece of ground glass, correction measures are much more tedious. Another factor
is the electronic stability of the microscope which could introduce a number of
sources of chromatic aberration. Electrons accelerated to different energies due to a
voltage fluctuation have different wavelengths and are therefore focused differently.
Last but not least is the mechanical stability needed to resolve atoms; remember that
if the sample or the camera moves during a photographic exposure by atomic

dimensions, the image is blurred!
Nevertheless there have been tremendous advancements made in recent
years that have removed these obstacles and made atomic resolution possible. ·
Aberrations have been corrected by an order of magnitude, electronic fluctuations
are controlled to within the part-per-million range, and mechanical stability is
sufficient to use exposure times of many seconds if required. Coupled to the use of
microprocessors for digital control of the instrument, and computers for image
simulation and processing (see chapters D and D), scientists are now imaging
atoms routinely. The present chapter highlights this special triumph of modem
transmission electron microscopy.

Phase

~ontrast ~maging

The transmission electron microscope produces images using a variety of
conventional operating modes, as described in the previous chapter. To image
materials with atomic resolution in the transmission electron microscope, it is
necessary to employ a different imaging procedure. "Phase contrast imaging" is the
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name of this imaging technique that exploits the differences in phase ainong the
various electron beains scattered by the sample to produce contrast. In its simplest

.-

modification, this technique is illustrated by considering just two beams that pass

·•

through the specimen, one scattered in the forward direction, one scattered by
diffraction through a Bragg angle. The Bragg-scattered beam will be of very low
intensity relative to the forward scattered beam for those samples yielding the best
images: thin samples that behave as "weak phase objects". As a consequence of
this model the forward-scattered beam is negligibly attenuated relative to the
incident beam The propagation of these two beams might then be visualized as the
two waves shown in Figure 1. Note that for each point along the horizontal axis
representing their direction of travel, the two waves are shown to be out of phase
by:1t/2 radians or 90°. This simply means that everywhere the forward-scattered
wave has maximum amplitUde, the Bragg-scattered wave has zero ·amplitude, and
vice versa, as is observed.

Now the prinCiple of phase contrast imaging becomes clear when it is
understood that Bragg scattering is caused by the atoms in the sample. To see those
atoms, it is necessary to establish contrast between those Bragg-scattered waves
that contain information about the atoms and the forward-scattered or transmitted
wave that contains only "background'' information. The contrast in the image then
represents the contrast between regions of the sample where there are atoms and
,.·

regions where there are. no atoms; for example, atoms would appear as black dots
.

.

against a white background (or white dots against a black background, depending
upon the relative amplitudes of the ;'signal" and "background"). ~nfortunately, it is
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not a routine matter to obtain contrast. Returning to the case of the two waves
differing in phase by 90° as a result of a diffraction event (Figure 1), note that if
these are simply added with their native 90° phase difference as shown in Figure 2,
the resultant wave at the image plane looks just like the transmitted wave, shifted
slightly in phase. Consequently, because there is no change in amplitude between.
the "sum" wave and the transmitted wave, there is no contrast in the image.

To obtain contrast it is essential that the "sum" wave differs in amplitude
from the incident or forward-scattered wave that serves as "background". The best
cases occur when the Bragg-scattered wave is either perfectly "in phase" with the
forward-scattered wave, or perfectly "out of phase" with the forward-scattered
wave. These are illustrated schematically in Figures 3 and 4. Note that when both .
waves are perfectly in phase (Figure 3), their amplitudes add, yielding an image
with bright or negative contrast. Under these conditions, the atoms responsible for
the Bragg scattering event would appear bright against a dark background in the
image. However, when both waves are perfectly out of phase (Figure 4), their
amplitudes subtract; yielding an image with dark or positive contrast. Under these
conditions, the atoms responsible for the Bragg scattering event would appear dark
against a bright background. Now it remains to be seen how the operator of a
microscope can control these contrast conditions.

The optics of an electron microscope introduce other phase shifts into the
image-forming beams. These are the direct result of the path differences traveled by
off-axis (e.g. Bragg-scattered) beams relative to the transmitted beam that travels
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directly down the optic a.Xis. ,Once ·scattered, the trajectory 'of an off-axis beam is
influenced by the objective lens as illustrated schematically in Figure 5. Spherical
· aberration leads to a lateral displacement of the focal point by Cs83 where Cs is the

·•

spherical aberration coefficient ~f the lens and 8 is the scattering angle, while the
defocus (D.f) of the lens causes ·an independent displacement of MB. The total
displacement 8(8) is therefore the sum of these two terms

Eq.l

as is schematically shown in Figure 5. This displacementcan be integrated over all
scattering angles to obtain the difference in total path length D(S) traveled by an offaxis beam relative to the axial beam

9

D(S)

=

f 8(8) dS

Eq.2

0

or

Eq. 3

·Substituting (A.u) for.e from Bragg's law, where u is a reciprocal lattice vector,
.w

Eq.4
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and noting that the phase difference between beams is 2rr./A times their path
difference, the final expression for the difference in phase <j>(u) between a beam
located at u in reciprocal space and the beam at u

= 0 is

Eq. 5

It should now be clear where the operator of the microscope has control over the
phases of the beams contributing to the ima~e: by changing focus!

Phase contrast imaging in the transmission electron microscope therefore
amounts to selecting the proper focus setting that establishes

co~trast

from the

atoms in the thin sample. The proper focus setting compensates in part for both the
phase shift due to diffraction and the phase shift due to spherical aberration. As
. illustrated in Figures 3 and 4, when the total phase shift <j>(u) between the
transmitted and scattered beams is an even integer multiple of rr., atoms appear
bright, and when q>(u) is an odd integer multiple of rr., atoms appear dark. This
means that the operator also has control over the "color" of the atoms .in the image,
but also suggests a potential problem. Because different beams located at different
values of u may have different values of <j>(u), the image could get hopelessly
confused. Consider for example the case of bright atoms against a dark
background intermixed with dark atoms against a bright background in a single
image. Naive interpretation, i.e. without knowledge of the exact phases of the
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various beams contributing to the image, of such a micrograph is dangerous, if not
impossible.

·•

It is for this reason that the phase differences of all

'~beams"

or all position

vectors u in the diffraction pattern must be tracked simultaneously.' As a
convenience, these can be mapped in the form of a "phase contrast transfer
function" T (u), defined for a·weak phase object by

T(u)

=2 sin cp(u).

Eq.6

This formulation clarifies the oscillatory nature of phase contrast in the transmission
electron microscope, illustrated in Figure 6. When T(u) is positive, image detail
appears bright, when T(u) is negative, image detail appears dark, and when T(u) is
zero, image contrast goes to zero. In effect, the transfer function is a filter function,
describing how contrast is transferred from the object to the irnage via phase
alteration. Note that the abscissa represents a distance in reciprocal space or
equivalently, in the diffraction pattern. The largetthe value of u, the smaller the
features in the object that are transferred to the image. For the case shown in Figure
6, all scattered beams that appear between u = 1 (representing 1 nm detail in the
object) and u = 3.3 nm-1 (representing 0.3 nm detail in the object) are transferred to
the image with nearly the same phase, and because the value of T(u) is negative, the
image will show black dots against a white background at atom positions,
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Using this concept of the contrast transfer function, the resolution limit of
the microscope can also be conveniently defined: the value of u at which T(u) first

.

goes to zero (e.g. 3.8 nm-1 (0.26 nm ~bject detail) in Figure 6) is a common one.
Higher-order beams may contribute to the image, but with errant phase. Note that a
beam at 4.5 rlm-1 in Figure 6 will produce opposite contrast to the lower-order
beams that pass through the main transfer interval. Clearly, when the operator
knows the transfer function ofthe microscope, phase contrast images of an
. "unknown" specimen can be correctly interpreted. Conversely, when the specimen

'.

is known, the operator can choose the correct conditions for phase contrast imaging
by control of the transfer function .

.More sophistication can be used to interpret phase contrast images by
employing computer simulation techniques. Matching of simulated and
experimental images over a range of parameters (e.g. specimen thickness, specimen
orientation, microscope focus) is presently the most accurate method of image
interpretation, and essential for complex structures, as illustrated by Figure 7. This
collage of 50 completely different simulated images represents only one sample in
one orientation. It graphically reveals just how sensitively image contrast depends
upon very small phase changes. Computers are also being used to obtain such
images in the first place. With proper dynamic feedback through a video link, the
computer can directly communicate to the microscopist (or the microscope) the
settings needed for optimum phase contrast imaging.

•
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Although this simplified picture of phase contrast imaging is basically
sound, it omits many of the complications that are often encountered in practice.
Thick specimens, or those with a large layer of surface contamination, increase

•

multiple scattering and absorption of the electron beam, preventing phase contrast
imaging. Improperly-oriented specimens also decrease the signal in the scattered
beams contributing to the image, destroying contrast. Chromatic aberration from
fluctuations in accelerating voltage, filament current, and objective lens current
scramble the phases of the imaging electron beams, decreasing resolution. These
ate often modeled as a "damping envelope" that is convolved with the transfer
function and has the effect of prematurely driving T(u) to zero for larger values of
u. It is essential therefore to employ a stable high resolution instrument, and

choose thin, clean, and flat samples, properly oriented under the beam.

Atomic Resolution
With the proper set of conditions, phase contrast reveals atomic structure.
Of course it helps to have the best instrumentation, and Figure 8 is the example.
The Atomic Resolution Microscope (Gronsky, 1980) is unique in that it was
specifically constructed for optimum resolution performance over a range of
operating voltages from 400 kV .to 1000 kV, a range of specimen orientations
(using a± 40° biaxial tilt stage), and the tremors of earthquake country! It is·
mounted on a 100 ton, pneumatically-damped, seismically-restrained, vibration
isolation system, housed within a 3-story air-conditioned tower, utilizing digital
feedback compensation of voltage fluctuations, independent water cooling of the
objective lens and power supplies, and microprocessor control of all beam drivers,
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including 6 separate channels for astigmatism correction alone. Commissioned in
· 1982, it led the way for a new generation of "intermediate voltage" microscopes
now popularly used for high resolution phase contrast imaging. At present, it has

.

the unique capability of achieving better than 0.16 nm point-to-point resolution (at
the first zero of T(u)).

Examples
Even at lower resolution, phase contrast imaging directly reveals structural
details that are difficult to discern by other techniques. Figure 9 shows graphite,
the covalently-bonded planes of carbon atoms spaced by 0.34 nm, with a full 360°

\

variation in orientation visible within this field of view. Such localized structural
information is averaged out by diffraction studies. However the image shown here
readily depicts why graphite is frequently used as a solid lubricant. It is easy to
visualize these planes of carbon atoms, weakly bonded to one another by van der
Waals interactions, slipping over one another for nearly any external loading
condition.

In another example where diffraction studies proved inconclusive, Figure

10 reveals the intergrowth of three twin variants of ~etragonal YBa2Cu30-J-5;
Because the c/a ratio is very close to 3 in this non-superconducting phase of the
well-known high Tc superconductor, overlapping x-ray peaks confused the
interpretation of its complex structure (Zandbergen, et.al., 1988). In fac:t without
detailed ev~uation, or phase contrast images like this one, it is easy to mistake this
phase for the superconducting one.

•
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The superconducting phase of YBa2Cu30?:0 is not without its own high
resolution secrets. Passing horizontally just above the center of Figure 11 is a

"

planar fault, diagnosed after extensive computer simulation (see overlay on the
right) to be a double layer of CuO (Zandbergen, et. al., 1988). Resulting from a
surface-nucleated reaction, the intercalation of this extra layer is an insidious
problem that eventually leads to fragmentation and spalling of the surface as long as
the material is exposed to a source of oxygen. Obviously the materials will have to
be encapsulated in some way before being put.into service as a superconductor.

Computer matching also helped in the analysis of twinning in alumina,
shown in Figure 12. The offset dashed lines in the figure suggest a rigid lateral
displacement across the twin plane, confirmed by the model used in the
simulations. Although a."coarse" atomic model has been verified, the details of the
interfacial configuration, particularly the site occupancy of the oxygen ions, has yet
to be completed. It's not too difficult to spot the problem: note the skew rotation of
bright ovals in the experimental image compared to the simulated image.

The sides of Figure 13 are not parallel for a purpose. Cropped along the
columns of dots representing silicon atoms in { 111} planes, the image has 17
columns at the bottom edge of the figure and 18 columns at the top of the figure.
The extra column ends somewhere in the center of the image at a Shockley partial
dislocation; it is the extra plane associated with an extrinsic stacking fault . Even
the lattice strain appears in the image as evidenced by the bowing of the columns
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around the core of the dislocation. At this scale, the magnitude of the atomic
disturbances makes it easy to understand why such defects lead to the breakdown
of electronic devices.

Metals present a bigger challenge for atomic resolution because they are the
most densely packed materials. Body-centered cubic (bee) molybdenum is shown
in Figure 14, an image of a grain boundary running nearly vertically through the
center of the micrograph. It is possible to completely determine all atom positions
at this internal junction of two grains; all atom positions are imaged (Penisson, et.

al., 1984). However, the bee structure is still an "open" structure compared to the
"close-packed" face-centered cubic (fcc) arrangement of atoms in aluminum. For
comparison, Figure 15 is an atomic resolution image of a grain boundary in
aluminum, the boundary and all atom positions unmistakably visible in white dot
contrast (Dahmen, et. al., 1988). Because grain boundaries are present (and often
problematic) in all engineering alloys, images such as these represent significant
opportunities for alloy diagnostics at the atonlic level.

The last image {Figure 16) takes some study. It is a phase contrast image of
rapidly-solidified Al-Mn, captured somewhere between the familiar amorphous
arrangement of atoms in the liquid state and the familiar crystalline structure of the
solid state (Gronsky, et. al., 1985). It is clear that there are rows of dots that
continue in linear chains for measurable distances, suggesting lattice planes such as
those imaged in the previous figures. However, a careful measurell?ent of the
spacings of any parallel set of these "planes" reveals that there are in fact two
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spacings, and that the~ are not periodic. Furthermore the angle between the parallel
sets is consistently 72°, 'indicative of a five-fold rotational axis normal to the
observation plane. ·It is also possible to find, throughout the image, pentagonal
arrangements of both white and black dots indicating a high degree of rotational
symrrietry. Nevertheless, the lack ofiranslational symmetry is the key to the
identity of this phase as a "quasicrystal." Figure 16 merits careful study.

Summary
Compared to other atomic imaging methods such as field ion microscopy
(Chapter 0) and scanning tunneling microscopy (Chapter 0), the technique
described here is a true "microscopy" because, in the traditional sense; it uses
lenses. It therefore·also uses the equations of optics; and it draws on a long and
familiar history of image

simulatio~

and image interpretation. Nevertheless it is

also a "destructive" technique,"requiring that the sample be made thin enough to
transmit electrons. It is a hardw"are-intensive technique, requiring that the
transmission electron microscope used for atomic resolution imaging be of
exceptional design and condition. And it is a precise technique, requiring that the
operator tune in a specific focus setting to within a few nanometers at worst. Help
is on the way however with the incessant development of new computer-based
instrumentation, new and "friendly" algorithms. for image simulation, and on-line,
real-time ·computer processing. The outlook for future images of materials at atomic
resolution is excellent.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1

Schematic of two waves representing the incident (or forwardscattered) beam and the Bragg-diffracted beam in the
transmission electron microscope. In this case the sample is
very thin; consequently the Bragg-scattered wave has very small
amplitude relative to the incident wave, but has been delayed in
phase by n/2 radians.

Figure 2

Schematic showing the unmodified addition of the two waves in
Figure 1. With a n/2 phase difference between the two waves,
there is no interference, and therefore no change in amplitude
between the "sum" wave and the incident wave. Compare the
amplitudes with reference to the shaded background marker.

Figure 3

Schematic showing the addition of the two waves in Figure 1
with an additional phase shift such that the total phase difference
between the waves is zero or 2n. Total constructive interference
results, yielding a "sum" wave that has greater amplitude than
the incident wave; consequently, the scattering species (atoms)
will look bright against a darker background.

Figure 4

Schematic showing the addition of the two waves in Figure 1
with an additional phase shift such that the total phase difference
between the waves is 1t. Total destructive interference results,
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yielding a "sum" wave that has lower amplitude than the incident
wave. This causes the scattering species to appear dark against
the brighter background of the incident wave,. ·

Figure 5

Ray diagram of the objective assembly in a transmission electron
microscope. The bea!TI scattered by'the specimen through angle

e suffers a lateral displacement (8) from the focal point of an onaxis beam due to the combined effects of spherical aberration
(described by the spherical aberration coefficient, Cg) and
defocus (M) of the objective lens.

Figure 6

Phase contrast transfer function for a weak phase object, plotted
against distance (u) in reciprocal space. When superimposed
(with radial symmetry) over the electron diffraction pattern, the
·phase. contrast transfer function gives the relative phases of the
different beams scattered by the specimen, and thereby describes
how the beams contribute to the contrast in the image.

Figure 7

Computer simulated images of aluminain [011] orientation,
showing the sensitivity of contrast to small

ch~nges

in defocus

. (vertical axis) and thickness (horizontal axis). All 50 images
represent the same atomic structure; they just look different
because of different phase interference conditions.
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Figure 8

The Atomic Resolution Microscope (ARM) at the National
Center for Electron Microscopy, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.
As of this writing, it holds the resolution perf<mnance record of
·better than 0.16 run JX?int-to-point over a± 40° tilt range.

Figure 9

Phase contrast image' of graphite, lattice planes spaced by 0.34
nm. Note the omnidirectional nature of the stacking of these
close-packed planes.

Figure 10 Phase contrast image. of YBa2Cu 307-5, showing thre.e twin.
variants of the high temperature, tetragonal phase. The darker
bands in the lower right ha!ld ~omer are the c planes, spaced by
0.117 nm.

Figure 11 Atomic resolution images of YBa2Cu30?-5 , experunerital
(backdrop) and calculated (inset). The defect running
horizontally through the inlage at just above center is a double
layer of CuO at the location where a single layer should be.
Excellent agreement between simulated and experimental images
confirms the atomic structural model used in the calculations .

•
Figure 12 Phase contrast image of twin boundary (horizontal plane at
center of image) in Al203. Here the inset simulated image
shows a greater rotation of image ~etail across the twin plane
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than observed in the ex.IJerimenta~ irriage, but the amount of rigid
translation (dashed line) is confirmed.

Figure 13 Phase contrast image sho~ing termination of an ~xtrihsic .
·stacking fault in silicon. The extra plane enters from the top of
the image and ends in. the center of th~ image at the position of a
Shockley partial dislocatio~. Note th~ pronounced bending of.
the lattice planes around ~he defect. The closest sepru::ation
distance between white dots in this iniage is 0.32 nm.

Figure 14 Atomic resolution image of a grain boundary (vertical band) in
molybdenum, a body-centered cu~~c metal .. The closest
separation distance between white dots in this image is 0.23 nm.

Figure 15 Atomic re~olution image of a grain boun·dary (vertical band) in
aluminum, a face.:.centered cubic ·metal: The closest separation
dots in.this. image is 0.2 nm ..
distance between white
.
I

,

.

Figure 16 Phase contrast image of quasicrystalline Al-Mn, showing fivefold symmetrical distribution of white dots (closest separation
distance 0:24 nm) representing atomic positions.
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